Foot switch wiring diagram

Here we will show you how to wire a foot switch but first of all lets help with getting into it.
These foot switches have are a snap together construction so sometimes a bit awkward to open
for the first time. With a screwdriver around 3mm wide insert it into the slot with the blade
closest to the centre. Then twist a little whilst pulling the 2 parts apart. Do the same in the other
slot. Now inside the foot switch there is a switch in the middle which you will connect the Live
or Brown wire to and 2 additional terminals for the Neutral connection and the Earth connection.
Also you will see 2 cord grips which must be used to hold the flex firmly in the foot switch.
Remember to add the spring onto the switch and then line up the top cover and push together
so it snaps shut. Download the instruction leaflet here. The switch in this foot switch has a 1
amp rated switch which means you can use this with a w lamp but in most cases a w lamp
would be the normal. Please sign in to leave a comment. Connect the wires as show here. Foot
switch instructions ISFS1. My inline switch has fallen apart or the switch is loose! How to get
into our table switches. Wiring our dimmers. Wiring of a 13a plug top Wiring a foot switch
Wiring our single pole in-line switch. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of foot switch wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical
circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as streamlined forms, and the power and also signal
connections between the gadgets. A wiring diagram typically gives details concerning the loved
one position as well as setup of gadgets as well as terminals on the tools, to assist in structure
or servicing the gadget. A pictorial representation would show extra information of the physical
look, whereas a wiring diagram uses a much more symbolic notation to stress affiliations over
physical appearance. A wiring diagram is commonly used to fix problems as well as to make
certain that the links have been made and also that whatever is present. Variety of foot switch
wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. An initial look at a circuit representation might be complicated, but if you
can review a train map, you can check out schematics. The purpose is the exact same: getting
from point A to point B. Literally, a circuit is the course that allows power to circulation.
Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the pressure or force of electrical power. This is usually
provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electrical energy, the electrical outlets in
your home run at V. Outlets in other nations operate at a different voltage, which is why you
require a converter when taking a trip. Existing: Existing is the flow of power, or more
especially, the circulation of electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , and could only stream
when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance: Measured in Ohms R or O , resistance defines how
conveniently electrons can flow through a material. Products such as gold or copper, are called
conductors, as they quickly permit flow of activity reduced resistance. Plastic, wood, and also
air are examples of insulators, inhibiting the activity of electrons high resistance. DC Direct
Present. DC is a constant circulation of existing in one direction. DC could stream not just with
conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, as well as a vacuum. Air Conditioner Alternating
Present. In AC, the flow of existing regularly rotates between two instructions, typically
developing a sine wave. The regularity of Air Conditioner is measured in Hertz Hz , and is
normally 60 Hz for power in household and business purposes. Finishing an electric
engineering degree and then getting a job in the field means you will certainly see a great deal a
whole lot a lot of these schematics. It s vital to recognize precisely what is going on with these.
Beginning to make good sense? These are the essentials and could also seem noticeable or
intuitive to you, such as the cords and also if they are connected. Whenever you establish your
specific area of electrical design, you may see a lot more complex representations and also
signs. You ll learn also that various countries make use of different icons. As an example, of the
2 symbols for resistors over, the first one is utilized in the United States, while the second is
used in Europe. You will certainly likewise find out about the different symbols utilized for
switches, other power products, inductors, meters, lamps, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and a
lot more. Finding out that dealing with 20 foot lengths is a pain, and that I would not be able to
use the saws that I have deep in my garage I decided to just get a Dewalt Portable Band Saw
band saw. In thinking ahead I also picked up a Swag Offroad table mount for it as well. They
offered a foot switch which is a good idea, but I had seen one of these super duty looking ones
a while back from TEMCo Industrial Imported stuff , it was really nice looking, metal, but it
needed to be wired up. Here is that simple project. All Rights Reserved. Content May NOT be
used without written permission. Use at your own risk. It came with gaskets and a nice rubber
base. It seems to be made of aluminum casting and is very nicely finished. It even came with the
cord strain relief on the back. I was not expecting it to be this nice! Again nice finish on the
inside. Note while it does come with a gasket for the lid I would not call it totally water proof
since the cross bar doesn't seem to have any seals. But who cares, it for my garage. Wiring
Terminals Here is the layout of important terminals in the foot switch. If you are not using a
grounded cord that's on you, but if you do make sure you scrape the paint below the screw for

the ground wire. Below is the wiring diagram to help out a bit. Foot Switch Wiring Diagram
Above is a simple diagram that shows how things get wired. I used an old extension cord and
cut a short piece for the socket side. Strip Back Wires Using the supplied wire strain relief
loosen it up and wedge both wires through. Hopefully it's a tight fit or the strain relief isn't going
to do much. You should strip back the outer wire covering so you have a bunch of wire to work
with. Collection of Wiring Parts Here is what I used to make it safe. That's about it. Clamp Wires
Well Wire, the internal clamp can grab one of the wires, so I did it to the side with the plug.
ONLY use this over the outer sheath of the cable not the individual wires. Again, make sure you
scrape the paint clean under the terminal to ensure a good ground connection to the foot
switch. I just used a good quality wire nut. Again you can wire the leads up to either terminal,
but if you are a stickler you can wire the incoming power From the plug to the terminal marked
COM. Make sure none of the moving parts rub the wires, you may need to use a tywrap to pull
them together to ensure this. Go For Launch Before putting it together time for a test. If not,
re-read the above. If you blew a breaker re-read the above. If the light comes on In my case you
are good! This is a simple DIY project that has many uses. Just remember that the maximum
current the switch can carry is 15 AMPS or less. Happy Motoring and GET them projects done!
Pick the diagram that is most like the scenario you are in and see if you can wire your switch!
This might seem intimidating, but it does not have to be. With these diagrams below it will take
the guess work out of wiring. Still looking for help? Feel free to contact me with any wiring
questions you might have. Hey, doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of the advice
given or the methods in which to job is done This site is merely a collection of how some people
do home improvements. There is no way we can anticipate every situation and we do our best
to inform of any risks for each job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper installation
and permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is
handy to have an outlet controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a
switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet
wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed
to understand and confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a Light Switch. How to Wire a Plug.
How to wire a split receptacle. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitor's Favorite
Pages. Recently, I acquired this guitar amp to use it when I want to practise but don't want to
use my bigger rig. I'm planning on revamping it. The previous owner lost the footswitch so I
thought I would make one just for the fun of making it instead of buying a new one. I will make
this Instructable so that everyone can custom build one and understand each steps of this
process, thus explaining in details how to choose the right components. First, you need to
know what kind of footswitch your amp need. To do so, examine the back of the amp and find
the footswitch input s. Also, you need to know if each input s control only one or two functions
of the amp mono or stereo. Knowing this, we know that the left input need to be a stereo input
and the right one only needs to be a mono input. If there's no inscription telling you which input
controls which channel, you may need to look in the user manual, check online or open up the
amp to check the type of inputs. Knowing the type of inputs, we need to determine how the amp
works and how the wiring will be. With the cable plugged, play on your guitar and note which
channels are active. Now, with a wire, touch the sleeve with one end of the wire and the tip of
the jack cable with the other end of the wire see pictures. Doing this, you're closing the circuit
and your amp should react by switching a channel, note which one. If your amp stays in the new
selected channel, then you need a momentary button. A momentary button only closes the
circuit while being pushed and opens it when released while a maintained button alternates
between closing and opening the circuit each time you press it. Repeat this for the ring part of
the jack cable if stereo and also for the other jack cable if there's one. There's one picture where
I show a neat little chart to easily note everything seen earlier, I filled it with the informations
needed for my amp. I could possibly update this Instructable to show you how to adapt the
wiring for the LEDs to work with momentary buttons. It would add components also, make the
wiring a bit more complicated and space consumming. Container: Like i said, I recommend a
plastic container because it's easy to work with and plastic don't conduct electricity. In my case,
the dimension of the container are: 8. Wires: Since the current loads involved in this project are
rather small, I would recommend using some gauge wire. Because I only had 18 gauge wire, I've
used it for the "channel switching" circuit but for the LED circuit, I went to the store and bought
some 22 gauge wire because soldering a LED on some 18 gauge wire and having to tuck it in
tight spaces isn't the greatest thing in the world haha! In order to choose the right resistors, you
need three informations, the voltage drop,the max current and the power rating. The voltage
drop is the amount in Volts that is "lost" in the LED usually a constant value for each color. The
max current is the maximum current in Amps the LED can support. The power rating is the
maximum power in Watts a resistor can dissipate in heat. For the voltage drop, refer to the place

where you buy your LEDs, search on the internet or if you're using the same colors as me, use
my values. Since I don't want to buy a different resistor for each LED, I'm gonna use the lowest
value to find the right value for the resistors 2V in this case. Resistors: For this project, the
LEDs and the resistors are gonna be wired in parallel which means that every resistor has to
"drop" the voltage from 9V to the value of the lowest voltage drop value we found earlier. Also,
the maximum current we want in our LEDs is 20mA. Now, not every value of resistance is
available on the market, the closest value to for a resistor is Ohms. With this being said, you
need to buy one resistor for each LEDs you plan on using which is the number of footswitches
you need. We need this switch to prevent the battery from always sending power to the LEDs
because you don't want the LEDs to be lit when you don't use the footswitch. I won't go in deep
as why we need DPDT footswitches but to make it simple, we need the footswitches to operate
the "channel switching" circuit while operating the "LED circuit". Depending on how your amp
works, you may also need to close the "LED circuit" while opening the "channel switching"
circuit. Heat shrink tubing: Like i mentioned, this is optional. When I make electrical connection,
I like to protect those with heat shrink tubing. If you don't want to use it, just don't. Before
beginning the wiring, you need to drill holes in the container to fit all the hardware. As your
hardware may differ from mine, I'm not gonna give dimension for the holes. If you have a
caliper, use it to find the diameter the hole needs to be. Always begin with a small hole and
gradually make your way up to the right dimension or else you could break the plastic case. Use
a metal file to smooth the edges. To be honest, I wouldn't recommend anybody to attempt
drilling the side of an hollow container with a spade bit. It can be dangerous and you can end up
injuring yourself. With proper clamping and support, I've managed to secure the workpiece
enough for me to decide I wanted to try it out. Once again, I don't recommend doing so and the
best option is to either find a drill bit big enough or a smaller switch Also, I used a 9v battery
adapter without any casing to support the battery so I made one using a piece of plastic and
some hot glue. I also glued some rubber feets on the back cover of the container in order to
prevent the battery for moving back and forth. If you have a container big enough to
accommodate a 9v battery holder, I would recommend you get one or do the same as me. With
the container drilled and ready, it's a good idea to paint it now because if you wait after the
wiring is done, you'll have to take it apart to paint it. Since I'm a big fan of Rammstein and I find
the cover of their album named "Reise Reise" really nice, I reproduced this orange and white
pattern on my footswitch. I'm using normal spray paint. Just make sure your paint will bond to
the type of surface you're using and that the surface is clean before applying paint. I'm not a pro
when it comes to painting something so I'm gonna refer you to this Instructable: How to
properly apply spraypaint. First, I sanded it with a grit sandpaper until the surface was mate and
rough to the touch. I sprayed 4 coats of white paint. I taped the pattern. I sprayed one more coat
of white to further enhance the seal with the tape Thanks to the linked Instructable for this tip. I
sprayed 3 coats of the orange color. Removed the tape 1 hour after the last coat. Then, I let it
dry for a day before doing some touch-ups. Finally, I sprayed 3 coats of clear. NOTES: If you're
not sure how your components are working, take a multimeter, set it to the continuity mode and
find which pin is which. At the bottom of the schematic, you got the 9v battery holder. S1 is the
12v SPST switch for the battery. R1, R2 and R3 are the resistances. You got the LEDs with their
color written over it. For the battery switch S1 , you should have 2 or 3 pins on it, the third pin
usually a gold pin is to light the LED contained in the switch but we don't need this function. I
found a neat little drawing to show you where each pins of a DPDT switch are located on the
schematic. Once again, to determine which pins is which, use a multimeter set on the continuity
mode and touch the mystery pin with another part of the input in example, touching one pin and
the tip part of the input. So if one day I need to only plug one cable, I don't want the footswitch
to be waiting for the other cable to be turned on. With this being said, it could be done with the
jack inputs integrated switch but the wiring would be more complicated than just throwing a
simple switch in the circuit Also, for some reason, you could want to turn off the LEDs while still
using the footswitch. For the LEDs, you should to refer to the chart I made in the "Determining
what you need" part in order to visualize this. To do so, I wired my channel switching circuit on
the 5 and 4 pins of the footswitch and the LEDs circuit on the 2 and 3 pins referring to pictures
so that whenever the circuit is closed for the LEDs, it's open for the channel switching. On the
right footswitch the wiring is inverted just to make the wiring easier but the logic remains the
same. NOTES: While wiring my footswitch, I've used some crimp connectors to be able to
change the way the LEDs react to the switch being closed or open if one day I need to use this
footswitch on another amp that work differently. If you don't care, don't bother with that and
solder the wire to the pins directly. It's always a good idea to use crocodile clips to connects the
components as a test instead of soldering everything in place without being sure everything is
working fine. Also a good idea to solder the channel switching circuit and testing it before

moving on to the LEDs circuits. If even after this you still got question about your components
and how to use them, search on the internet or just ask me your question and I will try to
answer it as quickly as possible. You're almost done! Now it's time to add the rubber feets to
prevent the footswitch from wandering around, add a 9V battery and close the container with
screws. After all those hours of work, your footswitch is now finished. Now have fun using it
and be proud of yourself! Question 3 months ago. Its a 3 channel amp with an FX loop. From
what i could tell the original amp pedal has 3 switches. Any suggestions how to wire that? I
have a Gibson Classic gold amp. It is a hybrid solid state and tube amp. When I bought it it did
not have the footswitch. It would have original came with a 4 selector switch pedal. I am going
to perform the sleeve test tomorrow to figure out the switches required to make this thing
function. I do use the amp and I have a 2 selector footswitch that operates the channel and
reverb select but it makes a super loud popping sound with a stereo cable like speakers
blowing with a mono cable there is no pop, but only the channel select functions and the boost
is always engaged which is not cool. I tried the cable sleeve today and here is what I found out.
Mono cable will always have the gain chain boost on and it should be switchable. The mono
controls the channel only no reverb or boost kill. I tried a stereo cable and fully inserted I only
got the channel select with the loud pop and half inserted the reverb unit engaged. So the
footswitch I have now mono cable no pop channel select only boost will not disengage no
reverb, boost, efx, which I figure because there are only two stomp swtiches. Stereo cable with
footswitch horrible pop channel select works pops when engaging disengaging boost will not
disengage reverb works but also pops when engaging disengaging. Tip 2 years ago on
Introduction. This is one of the neatest tools you will ever have in your tool box; especially for
enlarging holes in plastic hobby boxes, and soft aluminum. Enjoyed the article; very nice. Is
there a simple way to switch only between two channels? Does work on any amp? Reply 3
years ago. The Blackstar IDTVP is a programmable amp and those type of amps usually use a
special footswitch that serves multiple functions from controlling modulations to switching
channels and even the display of a tuner. These footswitches really depend on how the amp
was built and are more complex than the footswitch made in this instructable. To the best of my
knowledge, I don't think there's a way to build a simple footswitch for this application without
schematics or without opening one from the manufacturer. I would suggest you search for a
how-to guide specific to your amp or just buy one from the manufacturer. Hi Alex, Many thanks
for your prompt reply. I thought so too. The foot controller is too complicated that's why I
wanted something simple just to alternate between 4 presets. These presets can be accessed
from amp's control panel. I think I'll build a mechanical foot-switch with 4 arms lol. Thanks
again, Alex. Hello Alex, looks great. Love Rammstein and guitar related DIY is very high on my
list, so well done and thanks for this instructable. I'm a DIY first-timer and might not have done
enough research on the topic, so pardon my question, but: is the battery needed just to keep
the LEDs on, or is there any other need for it? All my previous now broken or lost footswitches
had no batteries and neither did they have LEDs. Many thanks, Nando. Reply 4 years ago. Sorry
for the late reply Indeed, the battery is used to power up the LEDs. Usually, footswitches don't
have batteries instead, they use the current from the amp to power the LEDs. I wanted to make
sure this footswitch could work with plenty of amps and also, you never know how the
manufacturer designed the amp circuit to power up the LEDs. So having this in mind, I decided
to provide the footswitch with its own power source for simplicity. Introduction: Guitar Amp
Footswitch. Although, I'm still gonna explain you what I did to paint my container. If you have
questions about this project, leave a comment below! Be sure to comment, favorite and follow!
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks.
Bobb Question 3 months ago. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. Very good one, I will try it one day
thanks it is such a good explaining :D. Hi Alex. Thanks for sharing this interesting project. Alex
khalid. Hi Khalid, The Blackstar IDTVP is a programmable amp and those type of amps usually
use a special footswitch that serves multiple functions from controlling modulations to
switching channels and even the display of a tuner. FerdinandoP 4 years ago. Alex FerdinandoP
Reply 4 years ago. Hi Thanks! Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot
password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template
Next. Hi Y'all I am a carpenter not an electrician, how do I wire my new foot-switch so that my
scroll-saw works when I push down on the switch, there does not seem to be an earth contact,
should there be? Attached Files Tags: None. NC Scroller. Most pedals I have seen have a lead
wire that plugs into a wall outlet and a socket where you plug you saw's power cord into. You
turn the saw switch on and leave it on and the pedal becomes the switch. Comment Post
Cancel. Normally the switches are pre wired but since yours is not. With the one in your picture
I would get a short extension cord with ground. In the middle of the cord I would carefully strip
off the insulation making sure not to nick the wires. Cut the black wire only, and strip back the

insulation, crimp on appropriately sized terminals to fit the posts on the switch. Leave the white
and green wires untouched. Put an appropriate strain relief in the box. Feed the wires into the
box connect the terminals to the normally open pins, closest to the hole, Probably cheaper and
easier to buy one at HF prewired. Attached Files Switch connection. I thought so! Thanks Rolf I
had a feeling it would be as simple as that! I was going to suggest that you cut a cord. Wire the
black wires and white wires to the correct contact and connect the green wires to the case If it is
metal. But I like Rolfs solution better. You will need to come up with some sort of mechanical
refief to keep the wires from being pulled out!. I was just going to ask what was the
recommended foot switch when HF was mentioned above. Is that what most of you are using?
Just looking for advice before buying one. I was going to join the two cords on my saw so that
the light and saw motor only used up one outlet but with this setup I can see that would not be a
good idea. I'll still have to do some wiring together on the footswitch and light supply side
wiring. Doesn't make sense to me to have two cords plugged in when one will do. Ray Do
yourself a favor and keep things separate. Buy a power strip or wire up an outlet to plug the saw
and light into and then run a single cord out of that. When you wire things together it is hard to
isolate a problem if one occurs. Tim In God we trust, all others must pay cash! I don't want no
bargains, they always cost me more money. I agree with Ray. Keep it simple. Jim McDonald.
Originally posted by octoolguy View Post. Jim When looking at the clock at work--the correct
time is: Too early to leave, too late to call in. It seems like it will do the job just fine. I'll plug the
light into another receptacle. I'm thinking of doing the CFL change that was shown on another
thread. Makes sense to cut the heat factor down. I would go with led lighting. I personally don't
like CFL lighting. Sorry for not participating for a while. We have been out of town and busy with
other stuff once we got back. Should be fun. I really look forward to getting back out in my shop
too. Now that cooler weather is upon us, I'll have more time to "play". During the warmer
weather, my wife has many "honey-do's" for me and we also like to get out in our RV so time is
short. Carl E Jacobs. Everybodies right ,how ever If your not electrically in-clined ,I would
personally bite the bullet and get a hf instant on instant off prewired sw. Unconfigured Ad
Widget. Latest Topics. Channel: Welcome Members. A new tool to play with. One of our club
members mentioned this little gadget, it is a great solution for hand planes and jointer setups. I
know it is not directly scrolling related, but I do use my jointer a fair amount and certainly my
hand planes. What a time saver Channel: Tools and Blades. Hello scroll saw fans, I just
discovered the site which seem to have a lot of good artists , ideas, and plans. I use that saw
since years and love it very much, more and more. I had already made some pieces and began
to be quite confortable with the saw. Will show you soon! Yes we were very lucky we had no
pipes break, there were a lot of people way wurst than us, we only had to replace everything in
our ice box shows my age , RJ. Channel: Off Topic. Reply to An Unexpected New Toy. We never,
ever make a mistake. It's a beautiful bowl. Glad you're liking your job. To say his language is
"salty" would be an understatement. He didn't care. He knew his job, kept impeccable records,
which got one or two big View All. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Foot switches can be
used to turn electrical equipment on and off with the foot, freeing the hands to perform other
operations or providing ergonomic improvement to a workstation. We also offer customization
for manufacturers â€” contact us today with your specifications. Only the user can be aware of
all conditions and factors present during the installation, operation, and maintenance of a foot
switch and the surrounding work area. Therefore, only the user can determine which foot switch
es and which point-of-operation safeguards are required for a particular application or work
station. Review OSHA and other regulations before selecting or installing any foot switch.
Safety options can include guards to protect against accidental activation, anti-trip safety
latches G-Series only , enclosures ratings, and front access gates. The shape form factor and
function required by a foot switch pedal application will help determine which model will be
needed in addition to electrical requirements. Some considerations include size, weight,
material, shape, enclosure rating , guarding options, and other factors. Dual Foot Switches DS
Potentiometer Controls G The user must continue to hold the pedal down to keep it on. As soon
as the user lifts his or her foot, the unit will turn off. This is the most common type of foot
switch pedal action. The foot switch will stay on and the user can remove his or her foot from
the pedal until the user presses the pedal again to turn it off. Choosing the proper current and
voltage rating for a foot switch application will depend on the electrical circuit of the equipment
that the foot switch is attached to. The amount of electrical current that will flow through the
circuit will determine the amperage rating required for the foot switch. The voltage and
horsepower ratings if applicable also must be selected appropriately for the application.
Consult a certified electrician with any questions to determine the amperage, voltage,
grounding, and power requirements for your application. Follow all local and national electrical
safety regulations. Typically, foot switches contain SPDT contacts that are wired "normally

open. However, other circuit variations are available and it will depend on the requirements for
your application. Many SSC Controls foot switches come with cables already attached. Two of
the most common cable examples are listed below: cables with a piggyback plug, and cables
with leads. Each of these cable configurations can be included on the S-Series , B-Series , and
F-Series foot switch product lines. The circuits below are shown in the "off" or at-rest position,
with the pedal fully up. G-Series heavy-duty foot switches see below for wiring diagrams can
include from one to three switches, and up to four independent SPDT circuits. They do not
come with cables. The user installs the appropriate cable and strain relief to the switch. G
models have one switch, G models have two switches, and G models have three switches. For
models with two or more switches G, G, or G , both switches can be independently adjusted,
and can be set so one switch goes off before the other, or at the same time. Below are examples
of the circuitry of different G-Series foot switches. Warning: Disconnect input power before
installing or servicing any foot switch. These installation instructions are general guidelines,
and each application may be different. The buyer user is responsible for proper foot switch
purchase, installation, safety, and application. In addition to electrical ratings and the size or
shape of the foot switch, the enclosure rating is one of the most important factors to consider
when choosing a foot switch for a particular application. Footswitches can be shipped with a
variety of cable options see examples below , connectors, and plugs. Modifications for OEM
applications anything that is not a standard SSC product, as listed on the product pages
typically require a unit minimum. For information about special OEM modifications, please
contact us by phone at or by email. Foot Switch Selection Guide Foot switches can be used to
turn electrical equipment on and off with the foot, freeing the hands to perform other operations
or providing ergonomic improvement to a workstation. Model Overview The shape form factor
and function required by a foot switch pedal application will help determine which model will be
needed in addition to electrical requirements. Foot Switch Pedal Action There are two main
types of pedal action: momentary and maintained. For this action, you have to press forward a
latch inside the guard before you can press down on the pedal. Electrical Circuitry and Contacts
Choosing the proper current and voltage rating for a foot switch application will depend on the
electrical circuit of the equipment that the foot switch is attached to. Danger: Disconnect input
power before performing any installation or maintenance. Only a qualified electrician should
install any foot switch, including proper grounding and installation per local and national
electrical codes. Comes pre-wired normally open in "off" position until pressed. SPDT wired
normally open Foot Switch with Piggyback Plug â€” Connection Diagram Simply plug into any
standard 3-pronged North American wall outlet, and then plug your device into the back end of
the foot switch's piggyback plug. When you press the foot switch, the device will turn on. Inside
the piggyback plug, the hot or "live" wire is interrupted and passes through the cable to the foot
switch. The "neutral" prong and the ground prong each pass straight through the plug. You
have to attach the wires directly to your application with these models. The switch is typically
wired into one side of the electrical circuit normally the "hot" side, if applicable , so when you
press on the pedal, it will allow current to flow to the device you are controlling motor, tool,
light, etc. When you press on the pedal, the device will turn on. Shown in "at-rest" or "off"
position -- the switch is off until you press the pedal. Follow all applicable electrical codes and
consult an electrician with questions. The white and black lead colors on the foot switch cable
have no relation to household wiring. See "Foot Switch Wiring" section below for more
information. Click to download a PDF version of the wiring diagram. Also called "Form Z"
contacts. Order by selecting the "-DB" double-break option on the model page. Additional
notes: All foot switches should be properly grounded per local and national electrical codes.
Two-stage models models ending in "-2S", such as GMO-2S have an additional spring
mechanism that provides an extra force in between the activation of each switch. The user will
feel the additional force after activating the first switch when pressing halfway down on the
pedal; the user can then either hold at that position or continue pressing the pedal down to
activate the second switch. However, the switch circuitry shown above stays the same for these
option. Simply insert the plug into any standard 3-pronged North American wall outlet, and then
plug your device into the back end of the foot switch's piggyback plug. When you press on the
foot switch, the device will turn on. Foot Switches that come with cable that have leads wires on
the end of the cable: Warning: Turn off all power to the device before performing any
installation or maintenance work. You will have to attach the wires on the end of the foot switch
cable directly to your device with these models. Most foot switches are typically wired
"normally open," meaning the switch is off until you press on the pedal. The switch is wired into
one side of the electrical circuit normally the "hot" side, if applicable. The function of the switch
is simply to close the line on one side of the circuit, so once the pedal is pressed for "normally
open" circuits , the current will flow to the device. The white and black lead colors on the foot

switch cable have no relation to household wiring colors. The foot switch wiring in effect
become one wire leading to the device you are attaching it to once the switch is closed. The
green ground lead must be connected to a properly-connected ground location per applicable
electrical codes. We recommend you contact a certified electrician with any questions about
wiring a foot switch, or to hire an electrician to perform your installation if you are not qualified.
Follow all applicable electrical codes and safety practices. Foot Switches that come with no
wiring or cable: Similar as for foot switches supplied with cable and leads see above , but you
will have to attach the cable to the switch terminals and ground location inside the foot switch,
as well as ensure proper strain relief of the cable. Enclosure Rating In addition to electrical
ratings and the size or shape of the foot switch, the enclosure rating is one of the most
important factors to consider when choosing a foot switch for a particular application. Protects
against accidental contact with live parts. All SSC Control foot switches have at least this rating.
Type 2, 4, and 13 Enclosure Rating â€” Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use when properly
connected. Offers protection from water rain, splashing water, hose-directed water, ice, and
snow , dust, and oil. Can be used in hose-down environments. Often called drip-tight, dust-tight,
water-tight, and oil-tight. Cable and Connectors Footswitches can be shipped with a variety of
cable options see examples below , connectors, and plugs. Image Description Cable with Leads
: User can connect these wires as required. Comes in 10, 15, or 20 amp versions. Available on
many standard SSC foot switch product lines. The user can connect any V electrical device into
the back end of the plug. Comes in or amp versions. Cable with terminated leads : Cables can
be terminated to your specifications. For custom OEM applications only. Cable with plugs :
Custom plugs can be added to fit OEM equipment applications. Cable with RJ plugs : For
telecom and computer applications. Follow Us. All rights reserved. Foot Switches.
Potentiometer Foot Pedals. Medium-Duty Foot Switch F-Series Medium size with tough die-cast
housing Added weight is secure under your foot Cable or terminals Home and shop tools,
lighting, indoor factory. Heavy-Duty Foot Switch G-Series Heavy-duty industrial foot switch for
your toughest environments Rugged housing won't rust or break if dropped Water, dust, oil,
splash resistant enclosure Factory, metalworking, construction equipment, industrial, wet or
dry. Light-Duty Foot Switch B-Series Compact size with small footprint Available with traction
pad or mounting bracket Home and shop tools, emergency vehicles, pushbutton. Dual Foot
Switches DS Consists of two foot switches side by side Can be fitted w
bogen paging system wiring diagram
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ith a guard Dual models are available for all product lines. Potentiometer Controls G
Variable-resistance output in heavy-duty housing Water, dust, oil, splash resistant enclosure
User attaches the cable Motor speed control when used with a drive. Switch Circuit. Foot Switch
Wiring Diagrams and Notes. Examples: S S B F Models with Piggyback Plug â€” Has piggyback
series plug on the end of the cable. SPDT wired normally open. Foot Switch with Piggyback
Plug â€” Connection Diagram Simply plug into any standard 3-pronged North American wall
outlet, and then plug your device into the back end of the foot switch's piggyback plug. Models
with Leads â€” Has leads on the end of the cable. Foot Switch Wiring Diagram for models with
leads Warning: Disconnect input power before installing or servicing any foot switch. Examples
G-Series. Switch Circuit shown in "off" position. See the G-Series Product Page for a complete
list of options. Cable with Leads : User can connect these wires as required.

